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Abstract—Artificial intelligence is increasingly used in ecological contexts to monitor animal and insect populations. Species
of interest are those in danger of extinction, and those that play
pivotal roles in agriculture. Noticing population declines or geographical shifts early enough for intervention can prevent local
famine and disruption to the global food chain. Traditionally,
data are collected in the field using human labor or sensors.
Applicable classification models then analyze the data on central
servers. The most expensive, and sometimes dangerous part of the
remote sensing solution is the human labor of visiting the sensors,
retrieving data, and changing batteries. Constantly sending all
readings by radio is expensive in power. Instead, having AI in
the sensors process readings, and only transmitting results could
lead to an indefinitely autonomous, renewably powered solution.
We implemented an elephant vocalization detector on a small
processor board, and demonstrate that such a device can be
operated at low enough power levels with considerable freedom
of choice among AI technologies. We achieved a mean of 1.6W, in
the best case staying within 75% of memory limits. Measurements
covered three inference models, two batch sizes, and two floating
point word width settings.
Index Terms—Ecology, audio classification, embedded software, AI

I. I NTRODUCTION
A great number of species world wide are under population
pressure. Human habitat encroachment, as well as climate
related food source changes are causing populations to decline,
or to migrate. The rate of species extinction is estimated to be
up to 100 times higher than the historic background rate [1].
Some of these losses have serious consequences for human
food supply. For example, insects and birds may function as
pollinators for human crops, and their decline can therefore
dangerously reduce agricultural yields [1]–[4].
Unfortunately, the most basic step that must precede interventions proves to be difficult: counting populations has
been a long standing impediment to understanding dynamics
at detailed levels. Population density changes need to be
monitored such that declines are noticed before they have
reached catastrophic levels.
For some species field deployed cameras have been used
to estimate species presence [5], [6]. This approach places
daytime and infrared detecting cameras at strategic locations
of a habitat. Either motion or heat sensing triggers cause the
cameras to fire.
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While camera traps do work, they suffer from limitations.
The most fundamental is that not all species can be seen.
From insects to birds, sub-resolution size, or obscuring foliage
impose limits on the use of cameras.
Another challenge of camera based approaches are storage
and power. At some point researchers will wish to analyze
the collected data. Up to that point, video or image snippets
must be stored on the recorder. If enough power is available to
stream the data to a central station, then data volume does not
pose problems. But in remote areas, researchers must make
their way to each recorder, change batteries if solar energy
is insufficient, and swap storage modules. This process is
expensive and potentially dangerous.
Furthermore, the angles at which cameras are positioned are
often critical for covering a known animal trail. The animals
themselves, interested in the foreign object, may investigate,
and thereby knock the apparatus off its direction.
Yet another issue with camera approaches is cost. Preservation organizations of developing countries do not always have
access to expensive monitoring hardware. Often, coverage is
needed day and night, so an inexpensive camera is not always
an option.
Acoustic approaches for population monitoring address
many of those problems. This method places microphones
around a habitat, and associated storage devices retain the
recordings. Audio occupies less storage space than images, and
works independently from light sources. Recording devices
are less expensive than cameras, providing an additional
advantage.
Nonetheless, the problem of ‘harvesting’ the data remains.
Even if less frequently required at low data rates, without
further measures someone needs to travel to each device if
transmitting the entire data is too expensive.
A breakthrough to solve this conundrum would be to move
data analysis into the field recorders. The devices would
continuously analyze the data, store only evidence around
detected events, and occasionally notify researchers via radio
in short bursts of text data. The required radio technology is
available [7]–[9]. The classification AI, and counting would
operate like a compression algorithm.
But would a field device keep up with monitoring the
environment, for example through a microphone, and analyz-
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Fig. 1. Use of triangulation in close-range elephant population studies.
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Fig. 2. Bird population surveys over wide areas.

ing the data at reasonable power consumption? While purely
theoretical power and memory usage analysis is possible, in
reality all the software and hardware interactions are complex
to model explicitly.
We used an off-the-shelf recording device and data collected
by one of several currently active audio analysis based species
monitoring projects to provide an answer. Our measurements
include verification that detection accuracy is commensurate
to that of a full-sized server. We also measured power performance and memory usage dynamics with several classification models of different complexity. All configurations were
exposed to real time audio streams, providing end to end
scenarios.
From among several species preservation projects we chose
data from an elephant preservation activity [10]. While we
used that project’s recordings, we developed a different detection model, which is documented elsewhere [***anon***].
While this work’s main contribution is the energy analysis
of AI-augmented audio field recording, we first describe the
detection problem, which is common to conservation efforts.
We then introduce the hardware, our measured accuracy, and
the energy profiles for the running classifier.

A number of applications have inspired deployment of artificial intelligence algorithms ‘on the edge’ of systems. Apart
from specific application domains, such scenarios differ along
dimensions that impact the required engineering decisions.
Internode communication refers to the need for nodes to
communicate with each other during operation. For example,
fire fighting drones that are equipped with water or chemicals
to dispense over burning landscapes need to decide repeatedly
whether they should advance towards a fire hotspot, dispense
fire retardant at their current location, or return for recharging.
Some approaches such as [11] have nodes communicate via
pre-established or ad hoc wireless radio connections. In contrast, [12] explores the possibility of keeping decisions local
to each drone, while still achieving a coordinated effort.
Learning dynamics further distinguish applications of AI
in distributed nodes. For example, [13] describes a scenario in
which AI at the edge of communication networks continuously
learns about the dynamics of traffic patterns. Routing decisions
are adjusted based on the changing model of the network
behavior.
In contrast, some agricultural applications do not require
continuous learning, but can limit themselves to inference, after a model is trained ahead of deployment. For example, [14]
introduces a model for estimating the number and weight of
apples in an orchard. Similarly, [15] describes how distributed
devices can observe leaf growth in tomato and other fields to
identify problems or optimal harvesting moments.
Similar to the fire fighting scenario, [16] explores AI towards the optimal application of irrigation and herbicides to
fields. The quantities involved are based on known formulas,
and only the information from sensors changes. Fixed-weight
models therefore suffice.
The above cases involve distributed architectures to achieve
required mobility (fire fighting), or for the advantage of locally
acquired facts to enabling speedy decisions (communication
traffic routing). In contrast, the security domain sometimes
distributes AI for another reason. The avoidance of a central
server as an attack point is described in [17]. Intended for
Internet of Things (IoT) scenarios that work pushes learning
to the edge simply to present a diffuse attack surface.
The differences between stationary vs. mobile position,
static vs. dynamic modeling, and the presence or absence of
inter node communication affect the complexity of devices
chosen for the applications. One of the most impactful consequences of these decisions are the rate of, and options for
supplying power.
The wildlife population intelligence applications examined
here tend to be static-model, stationary-position scenarios
with either no, or sparing inter node communication. Often
the intermittent transmission of results are required to avoid
the need for manual data harvesting. In return for node self
sufficiency, and the absence of model weight modifications,
the choice of devices, and modest power needs allows for
inexpensive and remote deployment.

Fig. 3. Example spectrogram from the bird preservation domain (whitebreasted Wood-Wren).

Fig. 5. Embedded field recorder with sound classifier.

Fig. 4. Example data sample for elephant rumble detection.

III. D ETECTION TASK
The raw data obtained by audio species detection systems
is similar across projects. Recordings cover several hours,
and metadata include recorder location, sampling rate, and
time. Some projects use digital signal processing ahead of
classification; we did not [18].
Most commonly, audio files are converted to spectrogram arrays whose abscissa shows time. The ordinate marks frequency
bands, and the pixel values represent sound intensity in a
frequency band at a point in time. Details of the sprectrograms
differ by species. For example, Figure 3 illustrates the call of a
white-breasted Wood-Wren, while Figure 4 show the example
of an elephant vocalization. Time and frequency are partitioned
by the Fourier transform parameters, and differ some between
projects. Typical numbers are 128 frequency bands, and time
slices of 0.5s. In the case of elephant vocalizations, frequencies
of interest are known to be low—below 70Hz—so in our case,
we limit the spectrogram to 77 bands below 150Hz.
The task of a classifier in the bird domain might be to
distinguish one species from among numerous others heard
in a habitat. In the case of our elephant focus the problem
is binary: presence vs. absence. Figure 4 shows an example
input for the elephant detector. Note the horizontal streak
at about 23 Hz in the spectrogram at the top of the Figure
(segment a). This pattern indicates an elephant vocalization.
The vertical lines at the top illustrate that time can be thought
of as partitioned into sub-second vertical slices. The machine
learning goal is to create a step function that marks the

beginnings and ends of each rumble. This concept is illustrated
in segment b of Figure 4.
The process of creating the step function is to have the
model decide for each time slice whether or not a vocalization
is occurring. A series of positive outcomes is combined into
a step if at least 15 consecutive samples are deemed to be
positive.
When evaluating the correctness of this ‘macro conclusion,’
against the human-labeled calls the conclusion is taken as
a true positive if at least 10% of the estimated step width
overlaps with the labeled truth (segment c). The overlap
percentage was chosen to match the literature (e.g. [10]).
The elephant vocalization recordings pose a severe class
imbalance problem. The overwhelming number of samples
contain forest, or anthropogenic noises, with an occasional
rumble mixed in. In [***anon***] we explain the procedure
for training a resnet18 model in a two phase approach. The
model is initially trained including a random subset of the
negative samples. Misclassified negative samples are then used
in a freshly restarted training phase.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
An unmodified Nvidia Jetson 4GB development kit served
as the recorder for the experiments [19], [20]. The kit includes a 128-core NVIDIA Maxwell™ GPU, and a Quad-core
ARM® A57 @ 1.43 GHz CPU. Audio from a microphone was
provided via a USB port (Figure 5). The operating system
is provided by the manufacturer, and was at the time of the
experiments a version of Ubunutu 18.04.
The experiment allowed us to examine:
• Whether inference on limited hardware like the Jetson
Nano can accommodate spectrograms arriving at an audio
sample rate of 8KHz or higher
• Power consumption
• Memory utilization
We sequentially installed alternative, commonly used machine learning models, and ran inference on each in turn for 1.5
hours. During this time we observed the following quantities
at a frequency of five times per second: The total instantaneous
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power consumption, power consumptions separately by the
CPU and GPU, and RAM utilization.
In contrast to common CUDA architectures, the Jetson
manages memory in a ‘unified’ mode, meaning that GPU and
CPU share memory. The device’s onbard GPU falls into the
iGPU category at [21]. Our memory utilization measures thus
cover both processing elements. We stored incoming audio
and spectrogram data in two statically-allocated 16MB circular
buffers, a common strategy in real-time streaming applications.
Reported memory usage statistics include this buffer and space
for code.
The code is written in Python, and no effort was expended
on minimizing the number of code libraries, or otherwise
optimizing code size. RAM utilization measures are thus
intended for comparison among different configurations, rather
than an illustration of the minimal memory usage that might
be achieved.
The machine learning models we exercised include the
fully trained resnet18 model mentioned earlier. In addition
we collected data while inferencing real time audio data on
resnet50, and mobilenetV2 [22]. These additional models ran
untrained, since we are interested in the feasibility for them to
operate on the device, rather than their accuracy after training.
The hardware could not accommodate resnet versions above
resnet50 (see Section V-C).
Each of the three models was set up in turn with all
combinations of batch sizes 16 and 64 (BS16/BS64), and
word widths of 16 and 32 (W W 16/W W 32). The variation in
word width affected the model parameters. For example, for
the W W 16 condition the model parameters were converted
to 16 bit floating point numbers. Input tensors to the model
were similarly rounded to 16 bits. The conversion from time to
frequency domain (STFT), however, was in all cases executed
in 32 bit floating point to preserve accuracy.
The reason for exploring these parameters is that other
applications or ecological domains may require varying model
sizes and architectures. The word width variation is included to
test whether reducing the memory footprint of models results
in prohibitive quality costs.
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Fig. 6. Multiple overlapping spectrogram chunks are continuously created
and available as inference inputs.

audio sampling rate ( 8000
4096 )—a spectrogram ‘chunk’ of length
0.5 seconds is created.
Since the elephant vocalization frequencies of interest in
the application domain are low, only the bottom 77 frequency
bands of the chunk’s available 2049 bands are retained.
The hop size of 800 means that another spectrogram chunk
is created starting at audio sample 800, that is 0.1s after the
800samples
). Figure 6 illustrates the process.
first chunk ( 8000samples/sec
In general, workload for the device is estimated as follows:
NFFT
seconds
sr
NFFT
n=
H

tc =

Where N F F T is the STFT frame size1 , sr is the audio
sample rate, H is the hop size in samples, tc is the time
duration of one spectrogram chunk, and n is the number of
overlapping chunks during tc .
The frequency bins range from 0Hz to sr
2 Hz, with the
number of bins computed as 1+ N F2F T , and the top frequency
being sr
2 . The 77 bins used for our experiments thus cover the
lower 77 ∗ 4000
2049 ≈ 150Hz.
From Figure 6’s band of overlapping spectrogram images it
can be seen that the spectrograms from a single frame occupy
a 2D array [h,w]:
w = n ∗ NFFT −

A. Workflow
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Our experiments were all conducted at an audio sampling
rate of 8KHz. Some edge AI applications might require different audio resolutions. In order to generalize results to those
cases it is necessary to explain the parts of input processing
that are relevant to throughput. The related concepts follow
the principles of short-time Fourier transforms [23], [24],
combined with considerations of number representations in
computing systems.
The audio samples, arriving at our particular rate of 8000
16-bit words per second are stored in the input buffer. A shorttime Fourier transform algorithm (STFT) converts these time
domain signals to spectrograms, using a frame size of 4096
audio samples, and a hop size of 800. Thus, after the first 4096
audio samples are available—about 0.5 seconds at the 8KHz

Given our configuration’s n ≈ 5, the array width is 12, 480
32-bit floating point numbers. The number of rows h equals
the number of retained frequency bands.
Depending on the model’s input layer expectations, portions
of that array are excerpted in turn to serve as input samples.
The work presented here used 77x256 arrays as samples. The
width of 256 is a typical choice. Many pretrained models
expect both dimensions to be at least 224 [25], though our
resnet18 was trained from scratch and was not bound by this
constraint.
Given this choice of 256 for input width, w/256, or in our
case about 31 input spectrograms are generated from the audio
1 The

term NFFT was chosen to match common STFT software.

every tc (0.5) seconds, i.e. a rate of 62Hz. For a batch size
of 16 the model needs to support an arrival rate of about 4
batches per second.
The described system supported even a batch size of 1
without buffer overruns.

In both scenarios the ALSA audio module of the device
was powered and listening. However, its output remained
unbuffered and unattended.

V. R ESULTS

Figure 8 provides an overview of power consumption over
90 minutes of continuous, real time inference operation for
the BS16/W W 32 configuration. While power behaviors are
similar for all three models, mobilnetV2 does show fewer
moments at higher power consumption levels.
Figure 9 shows the results for all twelve configurations
as box plots. The left pane shows three models active at
BS16. The models shown are mobilenetV2, resnet18, which
is our model trained to recognize elephant vocalizations, and
resnet50.
The right hand pane shows inference operations at BS64,
again for the three models.
Models of embedded compute hardware differ in their
choice of GPU and CPU power. It is therefore useful to
understand how power might be apportioned between the two
types of processors. Figure 10 shows how CPU and GPU take
turns consuming power with a batch size of 16 samples, word
width 16 bits. Variance is very high, even though the average is
1.7W. The chart clearly shows the two processors taking turns.
The CPU power consumption spikes involve the gathering of
audio samples, and STFT. The GPU peaks are the result of
matrix multiplications during inference. Figure 10 also shows
that on this particular hardware, improving GPU efficiency
would result in high return on effort investment.
Hardware choices differ in the amount of RAM included on
the boards. While memory might not be the most important
cost factor, memory, and access to it do consume power. So
an understanding of how memory is acquired and freed is
of interest. The following section therefore examines memory
utilization, again across a number of configurations.

As a baseline we measured power consumption without an
application running, and with a trivial predictor that outputs a
constant positive decision. Following the presentation of that
result we show how different software choices impact power.
Finally, we examine memory consumption subject to these
choices. Again, the batch size conditions are denoted by BS16
and BS64. Similarly, the word width conditions are referred
to as W W 16 and W W 32.
The resnet18 prediction outcomes were nearly identical for
W W 32 and W W 16. For W W 32 we measured a precision of
0.58, and a recall of 0.83, resulting in an f1 of 0.69. The only
difference for W W 16 is a recall of 0.84; a small increase
in the third decimal that affected rounding to two decimal
points. This near equity is encouraging in that it points towards
potential memory savings when that resource is scarce.
A. Baseline Power Consumption
Figure 7 shows charts of power consumption in the idle
and near-idle conditions. The left of the Figure illustrates that
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Fig. 7. Power draw of apparatus in idle and trivial prediction conditions.
Left: power consumption across 9 minutes. Right: boxplot of the power
consumption distribution

even when doing ‘nothing,’ both scenarios do exhibit power
fluctuations over the nine minute measurement period. These
data points reflect activities of the operating system and other
management functions. For the purpose of evaluating power
consumption these can be understood as background noise.
We did not attempt to minimize this phenomenon. The right
side boxplots in Figure 7 show the magnitude and distribution
of the power spikes independent of time. The variations cover
1.6W to 2.4W, with the entirely idle scenario topping out at
2.0W. In both cases the mean is about 1.6W.

Figure 11 shows RAM utilization during separate 1.5hr runs
that each include a 10 minute cool-down period. Each run is
configured with a different model, batch size, and word width
combination. The charts’ abscissas are time; the ordinates
show percentage of combined CPU/GPU RAM usage. In contrast to power consumption, where the configurations do not
show significant differences, memory usage is sensitive to the
parameters. Note that resnet50 at BS64/W W 32 eventually
exceeds the memory capacity of the device.
BS16W W 32 are equivalent for mobilenetV2 and resnet18.
VI. D ISCUSSION
The results presented above illustrate that geographically
dispersed, autonomous audio recorders with on-board signal
analysis is not only feasible, but supports a number of machine
learning alternatives. From model to batch sizes, options are
open. For classifiers with output classes beyond the binary case
of the domain under investigation here, higher audio resolution
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Fig. 8. Power consumption over time at full operation.
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Fig. 9. Total power consumption under twelve experimental conditions.

consumption in such a setup is buffered by the battery.
This work discusses the steady state operation of the AI
edge device. As explained in the introduction, one of the
advantages of field resident AI is that researchers do not need
to visit remote sites to retrieve data from local storage. An
additional task is thus the occasional transmission of results
to more centrally located servers. The frequency of such
transmissions depends on the domain. For example, the elephant population census application requires very occasional
updates, and the data to be retained in between transmissions
is sparse. What is required are the timestamps of positive
outcomes, plus maybe one or two associated spectrograms for
researchers to verify the decision. Transmission can wait for
optimal conditions, such as a fully charged battery, or optimal
communication channel alignments. In contrast, a gunshot detection device intended to enable intervention during poaching
activities cannot wait.
A number of communication alternatives are available to
accommodate the typical transmission need for ecology or
wildlife management related installations [27], [28].
VII. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 10. Power consumption by GPU and CPU

might be required. Results show that off-the-shelf systems like
the Jetson can meet such requirements.
Of course, power, even if at low consumption, must be
provided somehow. The most obvious choice might be a solar
panel. The analysis of a detailed solar power solution is beyond
scope. An approximation can be gleaned from [26], where
an individual solar cell’s energy output can be calculated to
be about 4W . Subject to sun exposure, and the addition of
an appropriate battery a small cell array such as those used
to power emergency telephones along some highways should
suffice to keep the device supplied. The high variance of power

Often the intersection of artificial intelligence and ecological
studies is thought to occur in large scale contexts such as
climate change modeling. Significant server capabilities are
required for those applications. However, simple applications
such as wildlife population estimation are gaining importance
as the climate changes, and those populations relocate, or significantly change. The results can have serious consequences
on crop pollination, or ecosystem balance.
Compute power is not the issue for such applications. The
problem is deployment of appropriate sensors, and the evaluation of collected data. When associated hardware is deployed
in remote locations, positioning AI on those remote nodes
saves human effort, and cost. We showed via a prototype and
appropriate measurements how autonomous operation can be
achieved with off-the-shelf hardware. While there are limits—
the largest model could not run—much flexibility for machine
learning configurations remains.

Fig. 11. Memory usage for varying models and batch/word size settings.
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